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Abstract

Reinforcement learning problems are often described through rewards that indicate if an agent has completed some task. This specification can yield desirable behavior, however many problems are difficult to specify in this manner, as one often needs to know the proper configuration for the agent. When humans are learning to solve tasks, we often learn from visual instructions composed of images or videos. Such representations motivate our development of Perceptual Reward Functions, which provide a mechanism for creating visual task descriptions. We show that this approach allows an agent to learn from rewards that are based on raw pixels rather than internal parameters.

1 Introduction

Goals in reinforcement learning are often specified through rewards as a function of an agent’s state variables. These variables have traditionally been tuned to the domain and include information such as the location of the agent or other objects in the world. The reward function then is inherently based on domain-specific representations. While such reward specifications can be sufficient enough to produce optimal behavior, more complex tasks might be difficult to express in this manner. Suppose a robot has a task of building origami figures. The environment would need to provide a reward each time the robot made a correct figure, thus requiring the program designer to define a notion of correctness for each desired configuration. Constructing a reward function for each model might become tedious and even difficult—what should the state variables for such a problem even be?

Raw pixels have recently become a popular state representation for reinforcement learning problems [Mnih \textit{et al.}, 2015]. With such inputs, we can abstract away the design of the relevant features of the agent’s task. However, the rewards have often still been defined through parameters that are internal to the domain implementation. We aim to develop a general reward function based only on visual features that does not require manipulating such parameters when the task changes.

People often use visual sources to learn how to solve problems—be it from other people, diagrams, or videos. For example, we might look at an image of a completed origami figure to determine if our own model is correct. Our aim is to use similar visual descriptions for reinforcement learning tasks. We introduce Perceptual Reward Functions (PRFs), where the reward is based on how similar an agent’s visual representation—such as an image from a camera or simulation—is to some goal representation. We will describe three approaches for representing tasks in this manner.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We begin by providing the background for our approach in Section 2. In Section 3 we introduce PRFs and describe approaches for representing tasks visually. We then provide empirical results in Section 4. In Section 5 we discuss related work and in Section 6 we conclude.

2 Background

Figure 1: The image on the left shows the result of an agent moving from the start location to the top-right position. The middle image is the corresponding motion template. The image on the right is a zoomed-in visualization of the HOG features of the motion template.

2.1 Reinforcement learning

Reinforcement learning problems are described through a Markov Decision Process \((S, A, P, R)\) [Sutton and Barto, 1998]. The set \(S\) consists of states \(s \in S\) that represent the current variables of an agent’s environment. An agent takes
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actions \( a \in A \) and receives rewards \( r \in R(s) \) that depend on the current state. The transition function \( P(s, a, s') \) represents the probability that the agent will land in state \( s' \) after taking action \( a \) in state \( s \). The learning approach that we use is model-free and does not have access to \( P \). A policy \( \pi(s, a) \) represents the probability of taking action \( a \) in state \( s \).

Goals in reinforcement learning problems are often described solely through the reward function. An action-value, or Q-value, \( Q(s, a) \) represents the expected discounted cumulative reward an agent will receive after taking action \( a \) in state \( s \), then following \( \pi \) thereafter. We typically are interested in computing optimal Q-values:

\[
Q^*(s, a) = \max_{\pi} \mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \gamma^k r_{t+k+1} | s_t = s, a_t = a, \pi \right]
\]

where \( 0 \leq \gamma < 1 \) is a discount factor that encodes how rewards retain their value over-time.

Q-values can be estimated through tabular methods that map every state and action to a value. However, with large or continuous state spaces, it is often necessary to compute the values with function approximation. In our case, the state inputs will be images and so we use a Deep Q-Network (DQN) to approximate the value function, as it has been empirically shown to perform well with visual inputs [Mnih et al., 2015].

### 2.2 Visual representations

Our work compares an agent’s visual representation to a visual goal representation. We now outline two techniques we use to ensure the representations are comparable.

#### Motion templates

A Motion Template (Figure 1) is a 2D visual representation of motion that has occurred in a sequence of images—typically from the segmented frames of a video [Davis, 1999; Bobick and Davis, 2001]. Movement that occurred more recently in time has a higher pixel intensity in the template than earlier, and depicts both where and when motion occurred.

Calculating a motion template is an iterative process. The first step is to obtain a silhouette image of the motion that has occurred in a sequence of images—typically between all consecutive images. The silhouette is computed by taking the absolute difference between two images and then computing the binary threshold, which sets all pixels below a threshold to zero and all pixels above the threshold to 1.

A function \( \Psi(I) \) computes the motion template \( \mu \) for a sequence of images \( i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n \in I \). Let \( \sigma_t \) represent a silhouette image at time \( t \). To calculate the motion template \( \mu \) of \( I \), we first compute a silhouette image \( \sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_{n-1} \) between all consecutive images \( (i_1, i_2), (i_2, i_3), \ldots, (i_{n-1}, i_n) \). Then \( \Psi_{x,y} \), where \( x \) and \( y \) are respective column and row pixel locations, can compute \( \mu_{t,x,y} \) for time \( t = 1, 2, \ldots, n \):

\[
\mu_{t,x,y} = \begin{cases} 
\tau, & \text{if } \sigma_{t,x,y} > 0 \\
0, & \text{else if } \mu_{t-1,x,y} < (\tau - \delta) \\
\mu_{t-1,x,y}, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

In words, the function increases the intensity of the pixel at \( x, y \) if movement has occurred at the current iteration \( t \). Here, \( \delta \) and \( \tau \) are both parameters that influence how much \( \mu_t \) is decayed. The parameter \( \tau \) is a representation for the current time in the sequence and increases as \( t \) increases. The parameter \( \delta \) represents the duration of the motion template and controls how quickly pixels decay. Essentially, \( \Psi(I) \) layers the silhouette images and weights them by time.

#### HOG features

A Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [Dalal and Triggs, 2005] is a feature descriptor that is capable of representing information about local appearances and shapes within images. The first step for computing HOG features is to calculate the gradients of the image, which account for changes in intensities between adjacent pixels. Then, the image is divided into cells, which help describe local information. The next step is to compute a histogram of the gradients for each cell. Finally, the histograms are concatenated into a feature vector that represents the HOG features. A visual representation of the features can be found in Figure 1.

### 3 Approach

This work aims to provide a mechanism for describing goals without modifying internal reward values. Rather than stating: “The task is complete when these specific configurations are met,” visual task descriptions allow one to say: “Here is how the completed task should look.” Such an approach would be useful if the task requirements were difficult to program or if we did not have access to the agent’s internal configuration, for example if we were an end-user teaching an agent to learn tasks in multiple environments. We now define some terminology for our approach and then describe three methods for visually describing tasks.

#### 3.1 Formalities

We define a Perceptual Template as an image that is used to represent an agent’s state or goal. We assume that the agent’s state is a perceptual template that is derived either from a simulation or camera. We call this state the agent’s Mirror state. We define a Goal Template, \( T_G \), as a perceptual template of the agent’s goal. We define an Agent Template, \( T_A \), as a perceptual template that is comparable to \( T_G \). We later describe three different representations for perceptual templates (Section 3.5). First, however, we describe how to compute rewards given these templates.

#### 3.2 Perceptual reward functions

A Perceptual Reward Function (PRF) computes a reward that represents how similar \( T_A \) is to \( T_G \). This is a general reward function that should remain unchanged across tasks—only the inputs to the PRF should vary, which is dissimilar to typical reward functions that require modifying domain-specific information when the task changes.

Formally, we can define a PRF as follows:

\[
F(T_A, T_G) = \frac{1}{e^{D(T_A, T_G)}}
\]

where \( F \) represents the perceptual reward function and \( D \) is a distance metric. We use an exponential function to avoid dividing by 0 and to separate rewards with similar distances. The smallest distance that can be returned by \( D \) is 0, and so \( F \) will return rewards that are less than or equal to 1. As the
distance between $T_A$ and $T_G$ increases, the output of $F$ will approach 0. An optimal policy then should return actions that minimize the visual distance between $T_A$ and $T_G$. We now describe how $D$ can be computed.

There may be differences in both translation and scale between $T_A$ and $T_G$. To address these problems, we automatically crop the templates into the smallest axis-aligned rectangles surrounding each respective convex hull, where a set of points is represented by the non-black pixels in each template. If the template does not have a convex hull, for example if the image is black, then we do not crop the image. Next, we rescale either $T_A$ or $T_G$ so that it is as large as the other template. A function $H(T)$ computes this region for a perceptual template $T$ and then computes HOG features for it.

One reason to use the HOG descriptor is that the approach divides the image into cells, thus accounting for some differences in translation and scale. Additionally, the features give information about where movement should occur and so the agent should be motivated to take actions in the correct regions of its environment. Finally, the descriptor has no information about specific image features, such as color or texture. Essentially, we can use HOG features to compare $T_A$ and $T_G$, even if they come from some different sources.

For some tasks, we might wish to increase the number of cells used with HOG features for more acuity. However, increasing the number of cells also increases the time to compute the features. Thus, we keep the cell size as a parameter that can be input into the PRF. A simple approach is to set the cell size to be some fraction of the height, $h$, of the cropped region computed by $H$.

We now define the distance metric:

$$D(T_A, T_G) = \|H(T_A) - H(T_G)\|$$

In words, we take the Euclidean distance between the HOG features of the cropped templates. We now discuss how one can obtain $T_A$ and $T_G$.

### 3.3 Visual task descriptors

One benefit of our approach is that it allows one to focus on task representation, rather than reward manipulation. In order to create a PRF, one simply needs to define $T_A$ and $T_G$. We now outline three different task representations.

#### Mirror task descriptors

The first task representation we consider requires that $T_A$ be based on the agent’s mirror state. We call this type of representation a **Mirror Task Descriptor**. In the simplest form of a mirror task descriptor, $T_A$ is the agent’s mirror state. We call such a representation a **Direct Task Descriptor**, as we can compare $T_G$ directly with the mirror state. This representation is convenient if we can represent how the agent’s entire mirror state should look at the end of a task. For example, the image on the left of Figure 1 could be a direct task descriptor of where the robot should be located.

We might only know how to represent the relevant portions of a task. Suppose, for example, that we just know that the robot needs to be in the top right corner and do not know anything about the wall configurations. In this case, a **Window Task Descriptor** would be appropriate. In a window representation, we represent $T_G$ as a cropped out window of the desired mirror state. In order to compute $T_A$, we use template matching [Bradski and Kaehler, 2008] to find the maximally matching window within the agent’s mirror state. The template matching algorithm slides $T_G$ across the mirror state and returns the window with the largest normalized correlation.

#### Motion template task descriptor

We now consider tasks that are based on a trajectory of motion. A **Motion Template Task Descriptor** represents tasks using motion templates. As we noted in Section 2, a motion template is constructed from a sequence of images. We will soon describe how we can obtain two image sequences, $G$ and $S$, that will be used to compute $T_G$ and $T_A$, respectively.

Using motion templates for PRFs is appropriate when the goal can be represented through a trajectory of motion. One benefit of using a motion template for a PRF is that it does not track domain-specific features, thus allowing for task generality. In fact, motion templates contain no information about specific features, such as texture or color, thus allowing the source image sequence for $G$ to be different than that of $S$. For example, a person could create a sequence of images by recording herself performing the task, or a pre-existing image sequence, such as frames from a video, could be used. Depending on the agent representation, one might even be able to use a video of an animal or a cartoon character.

Now, we describe the simple process of obtaining the agent’s image sequence $S$. At the beginning of each episode, we initialize the sequence such that $S_0 = \{\}$. Each time the agent takes a step in an episode, its mirror state is added to $S$.

Given the goal and state sequences, we can compute their respective motion templates. That is, $T_G = \Psi(G)$ and $T_A = \Psi(S)$.

### 3.4 State representation

![Figure 2: Zoomed in EMA states for Breakout and Flappy Bird with $\lambda = .7$.](image)

We now briefly address the non-Markovian property of tasks with visual state inputs. Much of the information that is necessary to solve a specific task, such as velocity and relevant attributes of the environment, is lost when only a single image is used as input to a DQN. Traditionally, state inputs have been created from stacked frames in order to ensure the task remains Markovian [Mnih et al., 2015]. Additionally, recurrent neural networks have been used to learn the relevant history [Hausknecht and Stone, 2015]. These approaches have been successful, but require more memory and introduce more parameters to be learned.

Our solution to this problem is simple. At each time-step, we take the Exponential Moving Average (EMA)
where \( s_t \) is the agent’s mirror state at time \( t \) and \( a_0 := s_0 \). The parameter \( 0 \leq \lambda < 1 \) represents how much memory should be saved overtime. The parameter essentially weights the past and the present separately. A value of 0 would store no previous states. We call \( a_t \) an EMA state. This representation requires no more memory than a single mirror state. Additionally, the relevant history does not need to be learned since EMA states already represent the previously seen history. An example of an EMA state is shown in Figure 2.

4 Experiments and results

![Image 3](image3.png)

(a) Breakout  (b) Flappy Bird  (c) Kobian

Figure 3: Tasks used for evaluation. In Breakout, the agent must hit a pellet with a paddle to break all of the bricks in the game. In Flappy Bird, the agent must flap its wings to move itself between pipes. In the Kobian Simulator, the agent must move parts of its face to make expressions. Each of these images represent the agent’s mirror state.

Our experiments aimed to show that PRFs are a general and feasible task representation for reinforcement learning. In particular, we aim to show that an agent is capable of learning from a visual task descriptor that did not require developing rewards that were based on task-specific features.

In each experiment, we evaluated a reward function based on the task’s internal variables. We call this reward function a Variable Reward Function (VRF). We aim to show that a policy based on a PRF will yield behaviors that are at least as good as the behaviors learned with the VRF. We do not aim to show that one reward function allows the agent to learn faster than the other. Rather, we aim to show that we can represent tasks visually without needing to change the domain-specific parameters of the reward function.

We only allowed a limited number of steps for each task because in some tasks, the goal is to live forever, some tasks did not have a terminal function, and because the agent might never want to end a task because PRFs provide an infinite source of rewards, even if the agent is performing incorrectly. This is a problem that should be addressed in future work.

We used the same DQN architecture used in the state-of-the-art for Deep Q-Learning [Mnih et al., 2015], except the output layer depended on the number of actions for each domain and the input was a single image. We used an Adam Optimizer [Kingma and Ba, 2014] for training. We followed an \( \epsilon \)-greedy approach while learning, with \( \epsilon \) initialized to 1 and decayed over time. The discount factor was set to .99. We evaluate the learned greedy policy after every 100 episodes for each experiment. We now describe the experiments for three different task descriptors—a direct descriptor, a window descriptor, and a motion template descriptor.

4.1 Mirror tasks

In the mirror descriptor tasks, the state input for the DQN was the agent’s EMA state with \( \lambda = .7 \). The agent’s mirror state and \( T_A \) were based on screens from the domain (Figure 3). For computing the HOG features for the direct and mirror task descriptors, we used a cell size of .03h and .1h, respectively. The initial learning rates were .001 and .0001.

We used the game Breakout (Figure 3a) to evaluate a direct task descriptor. In this game, the agent essentially needs to take actions that make certain objects disappear, similar to Space Invaders and Tetris. Because of this, we represent \( T_G \) as a black screen created with a simple paint software (Figure 3a). The agent had 3 actions to remain stationary or slide its paddle left or right. We limited the episode to 100 steps. We should note that for speed purposes, we did not use the common Arcade Learning Environment [Bellemare et al., 2012].

We evaluated the PRF with this task representation and a VRF that returned a reward of 1 for each brick hit after an action was taken. The results are shown in Figure 3b. The VRF agent does well initially, but eventually its performance drops. We likely need to tune the learning rate for the problem. Still, the agent was initially able to receive high score. The PRF agent was capable of achieving an even higher score that was close to optimal. This shows that a PRF based on a direct task descriptor is a feasible representation.

We used the game Flappy Bird (Figure 3b) to evaluate a window task descriptor. The goal of Flappy Bird is to navigate a bird between pipes while it is moves horizontally across the screen. Therefore, we represent \( T_G \) as an image of the bird between the pipes (Figure 3b) that we obtained by simply opening a screenshot of the game in our paint software and dragging the bird. The agent had 2 actions to flap up and down. We limited the episode to 5,000 steps.

We evaluated the PRF with this descriptor and a VRF that gave a reward of 1 each time the agent was between the pipes, a reward of .1 each step, and -1 if it crashed. The results are shown in Figure 3c. The PRF agent performed well and was able to achieve a higher score than VRF. We have shown that the agent is capable of learning with a PRF based on a window task descriptor.

**Reward feasibility**

In both Flappy Bird and Breakout, the agent receives a reward from the PRF as long as it does not die. It is important then to evaluate if the rewards the agent is receiving are actually representative of \( T_A \)’s similarity to \( T_G \). Even if the similarity metric were poor, the agent would still receive a reward and thus it would remain motivated to stay alive. Thus, we played each game and then obtained the mirror states that yielded the best and worst reward values, as shown in Figure 3. It is clear that relevant states are being rewarded appropriately.

4.2 Motion template task

In the motion template task, we used different DQN state inputs for the VRF and PRF. The input for the VRF was the agent’s mirror state (Figure 4) and the inputs for the PRF was the agent’s motion template, or \( T_A \). We did not use EMA states because motion templates already contain history and
We ran Breakout for 60,000 episodes and Flappy Bird for 8,500 episodes. In Breakout, the agent’s score was incremented each time it hit a brick. In Flappy Bird, the agent’s score was incremented when it moved through two pipes.

The results are shown in Figure 5. Both the VRF and the KPRF converged to the correct behavior. This shows that a motion template descriptor yields good results for a PRF when the agent’s representation has the same source as the goal. The HPRF agent’s performance for did not converge for the happy task, although the policy appeared to be approaching a specific set of actions. The agent did converge for the surprise task, but reward alone does not indicate if the agent was performing correctly. We can evaluate if the HPRF was learning the correct behavior by examining the faces it learned in Figure 8.

The agent learned similar faces as the KPRF and VRF agents. We did not expect the agent to learn the same expressions since its goal representation was based on a human and not the robot. Still, the agent learned to take the characteristic actions for each expression. For the happy expression, the agent stretched its mouth horizontally and opened it slightly. For the surprise expression, the agent raised its eyebrows and stretched its mouth vertically.

Overall, we have shown that motion template descriptors can be a good representation for PRFs, even when the source of $TA$ is different than that of $TG$.

**Reward feasibility**

Although we did not expect the HPRF agent to perform identically to the VRF and KPRF agents, the motion template for the HPRF should still represent the desired components of the task. We were interested in examining how similar the motion templates that resulted from the actions taken by the VRF and KPRF agents were to the $TG$ representation of the HPRF. In particular, we measured the distance, $D$, between the two templates.

The results are shown in Figure 9. It is clear that the distance between the HPRF goal template and the motion templates computed for each reward function is decreasing. This shows that the motion templates represented the task well.

**5 Discussion and related work**

We believe perceptual templates are a more natural form of expressing tasks for agents than traditional methods. Many works have aimed to simplify goal representations. For example, there has been work in representing goals through...
Figure 7: The results obtained in the Kobian simulator. We ran the Kobian simulator for 10,000 episodes for each experiment.

Figure 8: The faces that each experiment converged or nearly converged to. The first three images show the learned happy faces for the VRF, KPRF, and HPRF. The final three images show the learned surprise faces for the VRF, KPRF, and HPRF.

Figure 9: The distance $D$ between the HPRF goal template, $T_G$, and the motion templates computed during each episode of the VRF, KPRF, and HPRF happiness and surprise tasks.

hand-drawn sketches [Skubic et al., 2002, Shah et al., 2012]. Other works have focused on allowing goals to be represented through pre-existing sources. In one approach, a robot is trained to cook by showing it cooking videos [Yang et al., 2015]. Specifically, the robot learned the necessary grasps and actions to take through classification. Another work uses information from the web to train robots [Tenorth et al., 2011]. In this approach, robots could learn how to solve problems by parsing the language in instruction websites such as [wikihow.com] and [ehow.com]. Visual Servoing allows agents, particularly robots, to perform tasks that are represented through visual features [Hutchinson et al., 1996]. While this approach is typically used for control, the idea of minimizing the error between a robot’s camera image and some goal image is similar to our own work. Recently, we have seen a similar approach used with policy search that aims to minimize the difference between learned visual features from the agent’s state space and a target representation [Finn et al., 2015]. This work uses deep spatial autoencoders to learn important features in the agent’s state space. Our work aims to develop a reward function that can be used for value-function approaches rather than policy search. Additionally, we were interested in examining how tasks can be represented even if the goal representation was not the same as the agent’s. In this case, learned features points about the agent’s state space might not map to those of the goal.

Still, our work may appear to be moving in the opposite direction of the field of reinforcement learning. The purpose of using deep learning as function approximator for Q-learning is indeed to avoid developing hand-crafted features. Although we use visual state inputs, the features used by the reward function are not learned. Additionally, we do need to set quite a few parameters for each task representation. However, HOG features are general enough to be used across multiple tasks, and the parameters used in our approach can be thought of as any other learning parameters that might need to be tuned. More to the point, we have not yet seen an approach where the reward function can be specified without knowledge of internal task parameters. With our approach, one can avoid developing hand-crafted reward functions and focus on how the task can be represented visually.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we have shown that PRFs allow one to create visual task descriptions without modifying domain-specific reward parameters. We introduced three different task representations and have shown empirically that they can yield desirable behavior. In conclusion, we have shown that PRFs are a feasible and general approach for representing tasks.
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